THE EISENHOWER DANCE DETROIT EXPERIENCE

AN INTENSE, CREATIVE, AND CUSTOMIZABLE PROGRAM LEAD BY THE WORLD-CLASS ARTISTS OF EISENHOWER DANCE DETROIT

WHY choose The EDD Experience?

EDUCATE dancers about contemporary dance and future job opportunities.

TAKE CLASS with and from professional contemporary dancers.

Receive information and training in PROPER ALIGNMENT.

ENGAGE dancers in creative movement and choreography classes.

Completely CUSTOMIZABLE program to meet YOUR SCHOOL'S needs.

Choose an IN-PERSON or VIRTUAL option.

YOUR SCHOOL receives a 20% return on registrations!

CLASS OPTIONS

• BALLET • CONTEMPORARY • ALIGNMENT • PILATES/YOGA
• CREATIVE MOVEMENT & CHOREOGRAPHY
• GUIDED IMPROVISATION • EDD REPERTORY
• STRENGTH & CONDITIONING & MORE

PRICING

(minimum of 12 hours)

25 or more: $15/hr per dancer
less than 25: $20/hr per dancer

FOR BOOKINGS, CONTACT EDD’S DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, LINDSAY CHIRIO@EISENHOWERDANCE.ORG
WWW.EISENHOWERDANCE.ORG